Seniors High School Students Ready
For Annual Carnival Ball, Pageant

"The Arabian Nights: A Dream Come True" is the theme of the Carnival Ball which Lafayette Senior High will present Feb. 17.

Boys in the Agriculture and Industrial Arts Department, under the direction of Claude Guidry and Joe Comeaux, are building sets for the ball. Other personnel working are sales promotion, publicity, music and program.

Portraying the Arabian Children will be Eden Cheezain, Barbara Goldmann, Charlotte Guinn, Colleen Guillory, Ann Guinn, Margaret Dalessio, Wanda favour, Joyce Kisewski, Jeanne Bernard, Marjory Moulton, Virginia Courraud and Joyce Peter. Directing them is Mrs. Zene Holman and Madlyce Montgomery in the student group.

The group who will portray the transition from French to English are Elizabeth Landry, Wanda File, Joyce Remenn, Pat Andrews, Eunice Bernardino, Delesma Guinn, Les Pelletier, and Sylvia Procyack.

In the role of Arabian youth will be Sarah Gabe, Benedetta Buehler, Beverly Barazza, Myra Pellet, Dina Chepen, Herbert, Donald Bernard, Joe Bernouard, Janet Thalas, Minnie Clark and Ronald Guidry.

Miss Catherine Dugard is in charge of the program.
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